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Leadership in Education Podcast 
Reflections on leadership in education 

Murray Thomas, educational consultant and incoming principal of Roedean School, 

reflects on career highlights and leadership issues with Barbara Dale-Jones of BRIDGE 

and Adriaan and Louis Groenewald of the Leadership Platform (2016-05-16). 

Some ideas to think about … 

 What influences and opportunities shaped my development as a teacher and principal? 

 What is my approach to identifying and developing teachers with leadership potential? 

How successful has this been?  Could I do anything differently?    

 Given the pressures of school leadership, how can principals ensure they also keep in 

touch with educational practice?  
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The Axis Education Summit 2016  
An opportunity for students, teachers and education leaders to 

network, share practice, and work towards a new vision for education. 

     Aspiring Teachers Convention   10 – 13 July  
     School Leadership Workshop    11 – 12 July  
     Axis Education Forum     13 July  
     Extraordinary Schools Coalition Meeting  13 – 15 July  

Hosted by Wits School of Governance and School of Education  

For more information and registration details, go to globalteachers.org  

How can we identify and develop young teachers with the potential to be leaders?  
 Consciously focus on identifying talent – keep an open mind as leadership talent shows up in many different ways.  

 Create developmental opportunities – organically, through attending structured courses, and most importantly, 

by allowing mistakes to be made.  

 Encourage recognition and reflection – best done safely and honestly with a partner who can help them grow.  

Own developmental journey as a teacher and school leader: 
Has always tried to put himself into a learning space that is different from the one before Has had great role-

models Learned from others in the profession, from international exposure and by working in leadership teams 

Through working with Lebone College,  gained exposure to ‘African heartbeat’ and forward thinking on education.   

 

 

 

“As principal you need to focus on strategic and governance 

related issues, but ultimately what matters is the children and 

quality of education at the coal face.”  Murray Thomas 

To lead successfully in different contexts, principals need to:  
 Understand the context – the relationships, priorities and strategic objectives can shift tremendously from one 

school environment to another.  

 Be flexible and a quick lifelong learner; be open to change, to ‘unlearning’ and to new learning.  
 
Some key attributes and competencies of a good school leader:  
 Credibility and influence with peers and colleagues, both in thought and practice. 

 Organisational capacity, i.e. the skill set to take an institution forward.  

 A team-based approach to leadership; staying connected; being locally relevant; and being reflective.  

 Keeping in touch with practice and classroom craft; retaining the ability to connect with young people. 
 

Murray Thomas with Barbara Dale-Jones 
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